liptic.
Set Txiz)= t1iz),Tniz)=Tn_litniz)), n=2, 3,---.
Our approach is essentially the same as that of Magnus and Mandell [l] , who investigated the cases in which the Z and t ate hyperbolic or loxodromic, and in which the Z and t ate all elliptic. Next, set Proof. The proof is by induction on the auxiliary recurrence relations:
We observe that
so that, by hypothesis, Up. converges, and there exists a positive number M such that both |I1/5.| and \q ] ate less than M for z greater than some h.
Fix e > 0 and choose h so large that the following conditions are met, in addition to those described above : \lYfp . -11 < e/2, for n > h, and S , m Ir,
< l/M, where / < minil, M, e/(2M + f)}.
Consequently, by the preceding remarks and Lemma 1,
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Hence |A* -11 < |n» p. -1 \ + e/2 < e.
In an entirely similar manner it may be shown that \Ch\ < e, foi a sufficiently large h. Using (1) and the fact that
the following formula may be established by induction on n:
7*(z)-". *-<i rf\i'7(7-*'(«)-«. X7"*'W Then, from (17), we obtain _i-= I El exp \i (arg E + ¿ 0 ) + -+ M/7, n),
where |ff(j&, ra)| < R.
The sum of the first two terms of (24) 2|e -8 | < oo, ln\8 , -8 I < «», (e.g., zz = -lA -i/n2, vn = -V2 + i/n2). Then Z is parabolic, and Theorem l insures the convergence of (25).
